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Bare, Martin; Copnall, Rich-
ard and Thorp, Simon, APIL 
Model Pleadings and Appli-
cations, Jordans, PB, £65.00, 
ISBN: 9780853089490
This new guide provides all 
claimant PI Lawyers with a 
comprehensive, time-saving 
collection of pleadings and 
applications for court orders. 
An exhaustive set of over 50 
claimant pleadings in differ-
ent areas of personal injury 
law is supplied, together with 
a selection of model applica-
tions, designed to meet your 
needs at every stage of an 
action.

Beale, Hugh et al, Law of Per-
sonal Property Security, Ox-

ford Univ Press, HB, £195.00, 
ISBN: 9780199283293
This exciting new book pro-
vides an authoritative text 
on the complex law con-
cerning personal property 
security and the registration 
of company charges. Per-
sonal property security is an 
important subject in com-
mercial practice, as it is the 
key to much of the law of 
banking and sale. This new 
work explains traditional 
methods of securing debts 
(such as mortgages, charges 
and pledges) on property 
other than land, describing 
how these are created, when 
they must be registered (or 
otherwise ‘perfected’) if they 

are to be valid, the rights and 
duties of the parties and how 
the security is enforced if the 
debt is not paid. 

Berry, Elspeth and Har-
greaves, Sylvia, European 
Union Law Textbook 2ed, Ox-
ford Univ Press, PB, £26.99, 
ISBN: 9780199282449
A highly accessible account 
of European Union law. The 
clear and concise commen-
tary and explanations are 
complemented by summaries 
of key cases to illustrate the 
points of law. With a strong 
focus on active learning 
techniques, the book pro-
motes an understanding of, 
and engagement with, the 
key issues through the use 
of chapter introductions, 
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self-assessment questions, 
exercises, and summaries. 
Together with a glossary of 
key terms, these features 
help to guide and support 
students, making this an ideal 
choice for those studying in-
troductory EU modules.

and as a business grows the 
owner or manager needs to 
consider the implications in 
areas such as employment 
law, health and safety, com-
mercial property and finance. 
Technology and modern 
trading practices also raise 
a wide range of legal issues, 
including online agreements, 
security and the protection 
of IP. 

single volume the relevant 
legislation, procedural rules, 
Codes of Practice, and Prac-
tice Directions, and offers 
authoritative in-depth analy-
sis from a team of highly 
respected practitioners.

Bohm, Peter, Business Law 
- A Guide for Entrepreneurs, 
Jordans, PB, £29.99, ISBN: 
9781846610370
There are over 3.5 million 
small and medium enterprises 
in the UK which employ up 
to 50 people, including lim-
ited companies and partner-
ships. With a strong economy 
and local and government 
initiatives promoting eneter-
prise (in both the social and 
not for profit sectors), many 
businesses are in a position of 
growth. The legal and regula-
tory environment relating to 
small businesses is complex 

Bowers, John, Blackstone’s 
Employment Law Prac-
tice 2007, Oxford Univ 
Press, PB, £65.00, ISBN: 
9780199216734
Blacks tone’s  Employ-
ment Law Practice 2007 
is a tailor-made reference 
for practitioners advising 
and representing parties in 
employment litigation in 
the employment tribunal or 
civil courts. Completely self-
contained, the book draws 
together into one portable 

Bridgeman, Jo,  Paren-
tal Responsibility, Young 
Children and Healthcare 
Law,  Cambr idge  Univ 
Press, HB, £50.00, ISBN: 
9780521863124
This book provides a com-
prehensive examination of 
the legal regulation of the 
provision of healthcare to 
young children in England 
and Wales. A critical analysis 
is given on the law governing 
the provision of healthcare 
to young and dependent 
children identifying an un-
derstanding of the child as 
vulnerable and in need of 
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protection, including from 
his or her own parents. 

Brudner, Alan, Constitu-
tional Goods, Oxford Univ 
Press, PB, £24.99, ISBN: 
9780199225798
This book presents an origi-
nal theory of constitutional 
liberalism, as reconciling the 
commitment to individual 
liberty and the cultivation of 
a personality whose ends are 
the goods essential to human 
dignity. It provides legal po-
sitions on such controversial 
issues as reverse discrimina-
tion, hate speech and por-
nography, physician-assisted 
suicide, same-sex marriage, 
early stage abortion, and 
the duty to accommodate 
cultural practices discordant 
with liberalism. The book 
includes a rich comparative 
analysis that draws widely 
from the constitutional law 
of several liberal democra-
cies, including the United 
Kingdom, the United States, 

Canada, Germany, South 
Africa, and India 

Bruce, Martha, ICSA Legal 
Letters and Agreements, 
ICSA Publishing, PB, £65.00, 
ISBN: 9781860722585
Covering a wide range of 
commercial and corporate 
transactions such as busi-
ness acquisition, shareholder 
agreements and appointments 
to the board, “ICSA Legal 
Letters and Agreements” 
provides reliable solutions 
without the need for external 
legal advice. Whether you 
are looking for an executive 
director’s service contract, 
a dividend warrant, sample 
employment policy or any 
other company secretarial 
or legal topic, you will be 
certain to find it among the 
150 ready-made documents 
contained in this book. 

Bundock, Michael, Shipping 
Law Handbook 4ed, Informa 
Publishing, PB, £220.00, 
ISBN: 9781843116363
The fourth edition has been 
fully updated to cover all of 
the LMAA, LLMC, STO-
PIA, TOPIA, BOXTIME and 
Shelltime acts / protocols and 
is essential for shipping law-
yers, arbitrators, P&I Clubs 
and their correspondents, 
shipowners, ship managers, 
agents and brokers.  Anyone 
involved in shipping will 
wish to keep this reference 
conveniently to hand.

Camp, Peter, Solicitors and 
Money Laundering 2ed, Law 
Society , PB, £54.95, ISBN: 
9781853285936
This fully revised and up-
dated new edition of the 
bestselling guide to money 
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laundering compliance takes 
into account important recent 
developments in legislation 
and case law. The practical 
text provides detailed com-
mentary on the amendments 
made to the primary legisla-
tion, the Proceeds of Crime 
Act 2002, that have come 
into effect during 2005 and 
2006.

lor and Francis, PB, £18.99, 
ISBN: 9780415413855

9780415413855

Chappell, David, Under-
standing the JCT Standard 
Building Contracts 8ed, Tay-

Chidell, Ray and Dench-
er, Stan, Company Cars: 
Practical Tax Planning , 
CCH, PB, £65.00, ISBN: 
9781841409054
This is a clear and detailed 
guide to the current tax re-
gime and provides a useful, 
time saving resource when 
dealing with tax rules in 
relation to company cars, pri-
vately owned cars, vans and 
various other vehicles. The 
new 2007 edition provides 
practical guidance on plan-
ning issues, potential pitfalls 
and recent developments and 
proposals. 

Correa, Carols C., Trade 
Related Aspects of Intel-
lectual Property Rights: A 
Commentary on the TRIPS 
Agreement, Oxford Univ 
Press, HB, £95.00, ISBN: 

Drewry, Gavin; Bom-Coop-
er, Louis and Blake, Charles, 
Court of Appeal, Hart Pub-
lishing, HB, £30.00, ISBN: 
9781841133874
This book looks at the recent 
history and the present-day 
operation of the civil divi-
sion of the Court of Appeal 
- a court that, despite its 
pivotal position, has attracted 
surprisingly little scholarly 
attention. It examines the 
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impact of the permission to 
appeal requirements, and the 
way in which applications - 
particularly those by litigants 
in person - are handled; it 
looks at the working methods 
of the Lords Justices and at 
the leadership of the Court by 
recent Masters of the Rolls; 
it considers the relationship 
between the Court and the 
House of Lords - looking at 
high-profile cases in which 
the Court has been reversed 
by the Lords.

theory. It is an innovative 
casebook addressed to all 
students, not only from the 
US and Europe, but also 
from all jurisdictions having 
competition laws, providing 
an in-depth analysis of the 
two major global antitrust 
regimes in the world, and a 
summary of parallel antitrust 
laws elsewhere in the world. 
As such it will also serve as 
a useful reference for practi-
tioners, competition officials, 
and policy-makers interested 
in competition law. 

the increase of e-commerce 
and the growing impact of 
Europe, and how the law 
may need to reform to meet 
modern needs.

Elhauge, Einer and Geradin, 
Damien, Global Competi-
tion Law and Economics, 
Hart Publishing, PB, £35.00, 
ISBN: 9781841134659
This new casebook repre-
sents the first comprehensive 
effort to examine US and 
EC competition law cases 
and decisions within a com-
mon analytical framework 
strongly based on economic 

Elliott, Catherine and Quinn, 
Frances, Contract Law 6ed, 
Pearson, PB, £21.99, ISBN: 
9781405846714
This book helps students 
grasp the main principles 
quickly but also to enjoy 
seeing how the law works in 
practice. It also considers the 
forces affecting contract law 
in the modern world, such as 

El l io t t ,  Ca ther ine  and 
Quinn, Frances, English Le-
gal System 8ed 2007/08, 
Pearson, PB, £27.99, ISBN: 
9781405847339
This best selling book on 
the English legal system is a 
trusted and authoritative in-
troduction to the legal system 
of England and Wales, used 
and appreciated by many 
students. It provides a lively 
and comprehensive guide to 
this ever-changing area, of-
fering critical analysis of the 
existing laws and discussion 
of reform options, necessary 
for a good appreciation of 
the subject. Annual editions 
ensure that the book keeps 
students as up to date as 
possible with the rapid pace 
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of developments in the le-
gal system of England and 
Wales. 

analysis on the various issues 
covered in the articles of the 
CISG comparing them with 
how the issue is treated in 
the UNIDROIT and PECL 
restatements.The introduc-
tory section of the book 
addresses theoretical and 
practical issues of the appro-
priate interpretive methodol-
ogy as mandated in CISG 
Article 7 and it is followed 
by individual analyses of the 
Convention’s provisions. 

unique in bridging the gap 
between benefits and im-
migration advice. There is 
particular emphasis on the 
provisions most likely to af-
fect claimants from minority 
ethnic groups.

Felemegas, John, Interna-
tional Approach to the In-
terpretation of the United 
Nations Convention on Con-
tracts for the International 
Sale of Goods (1980) as Uni-
form Sales Law, Cambridge 
Univ Press, HB, £55.00, 
ISBN: 9780521868723
In 1980, the United Na-
tions Convention for the 
International Sale of Goods 
(CISG) came into being 
as an attempt to create a 
uniform commercial sales 
law. This book compares 
two major restatements - the 
UNIDROIT Principles and 
the Principles of European 
Contract Law (PECL) - with 
CISG articles. This work has 
gathered scholars and legal 
practitioners from twenty 
countries who contribute 

Fitzpatrick, Pamela; Rip-
ley, Fiona and Singh, Anne, 
Migration and Social Se-
curity Handbook: A Rights 
Guide for People Enter-
ing and Leaving the UK 
4ed, Child Poverty Action 
Group, PB, £21.00, ISBN: 
9781901698770
This book gives practical, 
comprehensive guidance on 
social security entitlement 
for anyone who has come 
to or is leaving the UK. It is 

Freedman, Phillip; Shapiro, 
Eric and Slater, Brian, Serv-
ice Charges: Law and Prac-
tice 4ed, Jordans, PB, £45.00, 
ISBN: 9781846610417
This new edition provides 
detailed coverage of the 
latest regulations under the 
Commonhold and Leasehold 
Reform Act 2002 and those 
relating to works involving 
asbestos, disability, fire pre-
cautions and other statutory 
matters, as well as incorporat-
ing other new developments 
and recent case law on such 
topics as reasonableness, re-
pairs and renewals, insurance 
premiums, management fees 
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and VAT. It includes detailed 
references to the new RICS 
Code of Practice for Serv-
ice Charges in Commercial 
Property as well as advice 
on community assessments 
under the new commonhold 
regime. The concise and 
easily understood commen-
tary is supported by speci-
men service charge clauses, 
model accounts, notices and 
certificates making this book 
an invaluable and immensely 
practical guide to this dif-
ficult subject. 

relevant changes since 2003. 
Providing a comprehensive 
and authoritative treatment 
of all aspects of the law of 
contract, it differs to other 
texts on the topic by offering 
a fresh, new approach to the 
area. The book also provides 
an analysis of current issues 
and highlights possible future 
developments in the law. Ac-
cessible and authoritative, it 
is designed specifically to 
meet the needs of the modern 
practitioner. 

parts, and designed to reflect 
the content of legal system 
courses, the book provides 
thorough and informative 
coverage of all main topics. 
These include sources of law, 
the legal profession, human 
rights, civil disputes, the 
criminal courts, litigation, 
and tribunals. 

Furmston, Michael, Law of 
Contract 3ed (Butterworths 
Common Law Series), Lex-
isNexis UK, HB, £220.00, 
ISBN: 9781405712415
The third edition of this 
comprehensive work brings 
the coverage up-to-date with 
all key developments and 

Gillespie, Alisdair, English 
Legal System, Oxford Univ 
Press, PB, £26.99, ISBN: 
9780199281343
This book provides a lively 
and approachable introduc-
tion for those new to the 
study of law. The textbook 
presents the main areas of 
the English legal system and 
invites students to critique 
the wider aspects of how 
law is made and reformed. 
Clearly structured in four 

Goodwin-Gill, Guy and Mc-
Adam, Jane, Refugee in In-
ternational Law 3ed, Oxford 
Univ Press, PB, £39.95, 
ISBN: 9780199207633
This book, the leading text 
in a field where refugee law 
is now a subject of global 
importance, examines key 
challenges to system of inter-
national protection, including 
those arising from within the 
asylum process, increased 
controls over the movements 
of people, and the ‘new’ con-
cern with security. 
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Grant Thornton UK LLP, 
New Construction Industry 
Scheme, CCH, PB, £75.00, 
ISBN: 9781841409061

nature of the contractual rela-
tionship between tour opera-
tor and client, the legal status 
of travel agents, the criminal 
liability of tour operators, 
civil liability and the effects 
of insolvency.

ship through to children 
proceedings and inheritance 
claims. Designed to be user-
friendly, the handbook offers 
a range of time-saving check-
lists, pro forma letters and a 
useful contacts section 

Grant ,  David and Ma-
son,  Stephen,  Holiday 
Law 4ed, Sweet & Max-
well, PB, £31.95, ISBN: 
9780421959903
This book provides a com-
prehensive guide to the law 
as it relates to all forms of 
holidays. Its broad coverage 
of the subject includes the 

Greensmith, Andrew, Resolu-
tion Family Law Handbook, 
Law Society , PB, £49.95, 
ISBN: 9781853285882
Authoritative and fully up-to-
date, this new handbook pro-
vides invaluable coverage of 
best practice on every aspect 
of family law. Published in 
association with Resolution, 
the leading family lawyers’ 
association, and edited by 
its National Chair, it is both 
comprehensive and practi-
cal. The contributors are all 
leading family lawyers and 
between them cover all the 
key aspects in detail from 
marriage and civil partner-

Hacon, Richard and Pagen-
berg, Jochen, Concise Eu-
ropean Patent Law, Klu-
wer Law Int’l, PB, £119.00, 
ISBN: 9789041124340
This book aims to offer the 
reader a rapid understanding 
of all the provisions of pat-
ent law in force in Europe 
that have been enacted at the 
European and international 
levels. This volume takes the 
form of an article-by-article 
commentary on the relevant 
European instruments and 
international treaties. It is in-
tended to provide the reader 
with a short and straight-
forward explanation of the 
principles of law to be drawn 
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from each provision.

Howells, Geraint, Product 
Liability 2ed (Butterworths 
Common Law Series), Lex-
isNexis UK, HB, £220.00, 
ISBN: 9781405725361
Published as part of But-
terworths Common Law 
Series, this book provides a 
definitive statement of UK 
product liability law. Cen-
tral to this is consideration 
of the strict liability provi-
sions found in Part 1 of the 
Consumer Protection Act 
1987 and the closely related 
regulatory rules on product 
safety. Other aspects include 
contractual (particularly sale 
of goods law) and negligence 
liability, both of which play 
an important role in product 
liability litigation. The book 
also considers the legal as-
pects of product liability 
insurance and important pro-

cedural matters, such as the 
possibility for class actions 
and jurisdiction and choice of 
law questions. Fully updated 
to incorporate the changes 
since the previous edition, 
this book is a comprehensive 
and authoritative exposition 
of product liability law. 

Hapgood, Mark, Paget’s Law 
of Banking 13ed, LexisNexis 
UK, HB, £395.00, ISBN: 
9781405712989
First published in 1904, 
,Paget’s Law of Banking 
has established itself as the 
leading practitioner text on 
banking law, combining me-
ticulous accuracy and depth 
with a clear approach to this 
complex area. The 13th edi-
tion has been substantially 
rewritten and expanded to 
provide a thoroughly modern 
approach to the subject mat-
ter, while remaining unique 
in providing a comprehen-
sive, clear and accurate state-
ment of the law of banking, 
with a particular emphasis 
on the principles which un-
derpin the case law. 

Hoyano, Laura C.H. and 
Keenan, Caroline, Child 
Abuse: Law and Policy 
Across Boundaries, Oxford 
Univ Press, HB, £95.00, 
ISBN: 9780198299462
This book looks across the le-
gal and geographical bounda-
ries within which the legal 
discussion of child abuse is 
usually confined. It consid-
ers the themes and policy 
considerations driving each 
form of legal response to 
the problem of child abuse. 
It also provides a detailed 
discussion of the law govern-
ing the trial of allegations of 
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child abuse in the key areas of 
family, criminal and tort law 
in English law, and compares 
this with the approaches in 
other common law jurisdic-
tions using the adversarial 
mode of trial, in particular 
in Canada, the United States, 
New Zealand and Australia. 
In its breadth and depth, 
Child Abuse Law and Policy 
Across Boundaries marks a 
significant contribution to 
the rapidly evolving field of 
child protection law. 

Legal 500: Europe, Middle 
East and Africa 2007, Le-
galease, HB, £120.00, ISBN: 
9781903927809
First published in 1990, this 
is the leading guide to law 
firms throughout Europe, 
Middle East and Africa. 
Researched by the team, 
through first-hand interviews 
with lawyers and clients, the 
book includes coverage of 
the legal markets in more 
than 60 jurisdictions.

Leiter, Brian, Naturalizing 
Jurisprudence: Essays on 
American Legal Realism 
and Naturalism in Legal 
Philosophy, Oxford Univ 
Press, PB, £19.95, ISBN: 
9780199206490
Brian Leiter is widely recog-
nized as the leading philo-
sophical interpreter of the 
jurisprudence of American 
Legal Realism, as well as the 
most influential proponent of 
the relevance of the natural-
istic turn in philosophy to the 
problems of legal philoso-
phy. This volume collects 
newly revised versions of 
ten of his best-known essays, 
which set out his reinterpre-
tation of the Legal Realists as 
prescient philosophical natu-
ralists; critically engage with 
jurisprudential responses to 
Legal Realism, from legal 
positivism to Critical Legal 
Studies; connect the Realist 
program to the methodol-
ogy debate in contemporary 
jurisprudence; and explore 
the general implications of 
a naturalistic world view for 
problems about the objectiv-
ity of law and morality. Leiter 
has supplied a lengthy new 
introductory essay, as well as 
postscripts to several of the 
essays, in which he responds 
to challenges to his interpre-
tive and philosophical claims 

King, Michael and Phillips, 
Ann, Charities Act 2005- A 
Guide to the New Law, Law 
Society, PB, £39.95, ISBN: 
9781853289132
The new Charities Act 2006 
signals a radical overhaul 
of the legislation affecting 
charities. Its far-reaching 
changes affect virtually all 
aspects of charities law.
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by academic lawyers and 
philosophers.

a single volume, of the pow-
ers, legal obligations and 
responsibilities of executive 
and non-executive company 
directors.

This book sets out to exam-
ine some of the key features 
of what we describe as the 
paradox of constitutionalism: 
whether those who have the 
authority to make a con-
stitution - the ‘constituent 
power’ - can do so without 
effectively surrendering that 
authority to the institutional 
sites of power ‘constituted’ 
by the constitutional form 
they enact.

Li, Xiaoning, Comparative 
Study of Shareholders’ De-
rivative Actions: England, 
the US, Germany and China, 
Kluwer Law Int’l, PB, £55.00, 
ISBN: 9789041126351
In this book shareholders’ de-
rivative actions in England, 
the US, Germany and China 
are being compared. Western 
countries among themselves 
take differing approaches 
towards derivative action in 
practice, including its very 
role and the mechanisms for 
regulating it. 

Loose, Peter et al, Com-
pany Director 9ed, The, Jor-
dans, HB, £65.00, ISBN: 
9780853089940
Essential reading for all com-
pany directors, secretaries 
and their advisors, providing 
comprehensive coverage, in 

Loughlin, Martin and Walker, 
Neil, Paradox of Constitu-
tionalism: Constituent Power 
and Constitutional Form, Ox-
ford Univ Press, HB, £50.00, 
ISBN: 9780199204960

MacIntyre, Ewan, Essen-
tials of Business Law, Pear-
son, PB, £24.99, ISBN: 
9781405840798
This is specifically designed 
to equip non-law students 
with an understanding of the 
essential topics in a busi-
ness law course. Providing a 
highly readable explanation 
of the law, it brings the sub-
ject to life through the use of 
diagrams and examples high-
lighting how the law operates 
in its business context. 
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Maguire, M.; Morgan, Rod 
and Reiner, Robert, Ox-
ford Handbook of Crimi-
nology 4ed, Oxford Univ 
Press, PB, £36.99, ISBN: 
9780199205431
The most comprehensive and 
authoritative single volume 
text on the subject, the fourth 
edition of the acclaimed 
Oxford Handbook of Crimi-
nology combines masterly 
reviews of all the key topics 
with extensive references to 
aid further research. In addi-
tion to the history of the dis-
cipline and reviews of differ-
ent theoretical perspectives, 
the book provides up-to-date 
reviews of diverse topics as 
the criminal justice proc-
ess, race and gender, crime 
statistics, and the media and 
crime. The fourth edition has 
been substantially revised 
and updated and is essential 
reading for all teachers and 

students of criminology and 
an indispensable sourcebook 
for professionals. 

be of general application 
with child sexual abuse and 
whether they may be imple-
mented on a more holistic 
basis. 

McAlinden, Anne-Marie, 
Shaming of Sexual Offend-
ers: Risk, Retribution and 
Reintegration, Hart Pub-
lishing, PB, £30.00, ISBN: 
9781841135922
This book examines the con-
troversy of whether restora-
tive justice can be applied 
to child sexual abuse as one 
of the most intractable of 
contemporary societal prob-
lems, and if so, what special 
considerations might ap-
ply. Although restorative 
schemes with sex offenders 
are in short supply, a few 
initiatives have developed 
in Canada and parts of the 
United States which have 
effected significant benefits 
in ‘reintegrative shaming.’ 
The book examines whether 
such ad hoc schemes may 

Mitchell, Charles; Watter-
son, Stephen and Fenton, 
Adam, Subrogation: Law 
and Practice 2ed, Oxford 
Univ Press, HB, £125.00, 
ISBN: 9780199296644
This book provides a clear 
and accessible account of 
subrogation, explaining when 
claimants are entitled to the 
remedy, how they should 
formulate their claims, and 
what practical difficulties 
they might encounter when 
attempting to enforce their 
subrogation rights. Although 
subrogation is a remedy 
that is frequently claimed in 
Chancery and commercial 
practice, the reasons why it is 
awarded and the way it works 
can often be misunderstood. 
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In this text authors aim to 
present the subject in clear 
and simple terms through 
a structure that is readily 
accessible and of benefit to 
practitioners. 

supra-national constitutions, 
the role of human rights 
discourses in transition from 
conflict, and in a range of 
sites in more ‘settled’ socie-
ties. The book draws upon 
comparative experiences 
in South Africa, Canada, 
the USA, Britain, Ireland, 
the Balkans, the Weimar 
Republic, Northern Ireland, 
the Republic of Ireland and 
elsewhere. It also situates 
that analysis within supra-na-
tional and indeed subnational 
frameworks. 

Law: Feminist Engage-
ments, Routledge Caven-
dish, PB, £28.99, ISBN: 
9781904385660
Rediscovering’ the peculiar-
ity of feminist perspectives, 
rather than examining the 
broader range of gender-ori-
ented analyses, in the area 
of legal regulation and sexu-
ality, this edited collection 
avoids the ‘reductionist’ and 
‘essentialist’ shortcomings of 
‘feminism unmodified’.

Neuberger, Rt Hon Lord 
of Abbotsbury, Civil Court 
Practice 2007 (The Green 
Book) (inc CD), LexisNexis 
UK, HB, £348.80, ISBN: 
9781405725293
This is the essential guide to 
bringing, defending and ap-
pealing civil proceedings and 
is an indispensable source of 
reference for all practitioners 
whether in the High Court 

Morison, John; McEvoy, 
Kieran and Anthony, Gor-
don, Judges, Transition, and 
Human Rights, Oxford Univ 
Press, PB, £30.00, ISBN: 
9780199204946
This book brings together 
many of the most prominent 
contemporary national and 
international human rights 
and transitional justice schol-
ars in one collection. The 
book focuses in particular 
on the intersection between 
judges, transitional processes 
and human rights discourses. 
It brings together doctrinal, 
socio-legal and criminologi-
cal perspectives on a range of 
topics including the judicial 
construction of national and 

Morse, Geoffrey, Annotat-
ed Guide to the Company 
Act 2006, Sweet & Max-
well, PB, £85.00, ISBN: 
9781847030016
This book is a practical, 
up-to-date, annotated guide 
to the new Companies Act 
2006.

Munro, Vanessa and Stychin, 
Carl, Sexuality and the 
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or county courts. It provides 
focused, authoritative and 
comprehensive coverage of 
the CPR.

relationships. 

O’Neill ,  Elizabeth and 
Scaife, Emma, UK Compe-
tition Procedure: The Mod-
ernised Regime, Oxford Univ 
Press, HB, £145.00, ISBN: 
9780199284276
This book provides prac-
titioners with a ready and 
comprehensive reference 
to the procedures for the 
enforcement of competition 
law in the UK following the 
implementation of the EC 
modernisation regulation 
(European Council Regula-
tion 1 of 2003). The moderni-
sation regulation came into 
effect on 1 May 2004, along 
with substantial changes to 
the Competition Act 1998 
(CA98) in the UK.

Pearl, David, Care Standards 
Legislation Handbook 5ed, 
Jordans, PB, £40.00, ISBN: 
9781846610646
This fifth edition of this 

Nock, Reg, Stamp Duty Land 
Tax 2ed, Jordans, PB, £65.00, 
ISBN: 9781846610578
Stamp Duty Land Tax re-
placed stamp duty in 2003 
and has been subject to 
numerous changes subse-
quently. Many transactions, 
not previously subject to 
stamp duty, are now charge-
able under a complex re-
gime, supported by a whole 
range of penalties including 
criminal sanctions involving 
imprisonment and/or heavy 
fines for errors in complet-
ing the required returns and 
breaches of the requirements 
for record keeping. The new 
regime requires changes in 
conveyancing practice and 
involves new issues for client 

Oliver, Simon and Austen, 
Lesley, Special Educational 
Needs and the Law 2ed, 
Jordans, PB, £35.00, ISBN: 
9780853085751
This book explains, in a 
clear and practical style, 
every aspect of the law and 
practice relating to special 
educational needs provi-
sion. The new edition of this 
popular title has been exten-
sively revised and expanded 
to include detailed coverage 
of the new regime including 
new chapters on disability 
discrimination following the 
extension of the Tribunal’s 
jurisdiction, the codes of 
practice underpinning it and 
all relevant case-law. In addi-
tion there is expanded cover-
age to include the systems 
now in operation in Scotland, 
Wales and Northern Ireland. 
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book collects in one place 
and presents in fully updated 
form, all the legislation most 
needed by those involved in 
the workings of the regula-
tory systems and appeals 
processes for care services 
in England and Wales. 

9781405715829
As with its well-established 
brethren in the series, the 
Handbook has been assem-
bled in a logical manner and 
contains a carefully refer-
enced index. All practitioners 
in this field will benefit from 
having such a comprehensive 
collection of primary sourc-
es at their fingertips. This 
handbook contains the key 
source materials required by 
practitioners advising in this 
area. It includes all relevant 
statutory developments since 
the last edition. An invalu-
able list of relevant websites 
is also included to enable the 
user to keep up-to-date with 
developments. 

ence offers a comprehen-
sive guide to construction 
law and management. This 
book is essential reading for 
anyone in the construction, 
architecture and engineering 
industries. 

Phillips, Jeremy, Butter-
worths E-Commerce and 
Information Technology Law 
Handbook 4ed, LexisNexis 
UK, PB, £116.00, ISBN: 

Pickavance, Keith, Con-
struction Law and Man-
agement, Informa Publish-
ing, PB, £100.00, ISBN: 
9781843116714
This handy desk side refer-

Röver, Jan-Hendrick and 
Simpson, John, Secured 
Lending in Eastern Europe- 
Comparative Law of Security 
and the EBRD Model, Oxford 
Univ Press, HB, £115.00, 
ISBN: 9780198260134
This new work is the first 
comparative study of central 
and eastern European se-
cured transactions laws to be 
written in English. It gives a 
valuable insight into the legal 
reforms taking place in the 
transition economies of cen-
tral and eastern Europe (and 
elsewhere), explaining the 
general mechanics of secured 
transactions laws in a helpful 
and practical way. 
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Sabalot, Deborah, Butter-
worths Financial Services 
Law Handbook 8ed, LexisN-
exis UK, PB, £108.00, ISBN: 
9781405725408
This is published annually 
and brings together in a single 
volume the primary, second-
ary and European legislation 
which forms the regulatory 
framework for the financial 
services industry.

Schenk, Alan and Old-
man, Oliver, Value Added 
Tax: A Comparative Ap-
proach, Cambridge Univ 
Press, PB, £29.99, ISBN: 
9780521616560
This book integrates legal, 
economic, and administrative 
materials about value added 
tax. Its principal purpose is 
to provide comprehensive 
teaching tools - laws, cases, 
analytical exercises, and 
questions drawn from the 
experience of countries and 
organizations from all areas 
of the world. It also serves as 
a resource for tax practition-
ers and government officials 
that must grapple with issues 
under their VAT or their pro-
spective VAT. 

Scott, Joanne, WTO Agree-
ment on Sanitary and Phy-
tosanitary Measures: A 
Commentary, Oxford Univ 
Press, HB, £75.00, ISBN: 

9780199271122
This book offers an article 
by article legal commentary 
on the WTO Agreement on 
Sanitary and Phytosanitary 
Measures (the SPS Agree-
ment), which allows WTO 
members to implement barri-
ers to trade on food products 
in order to protect public 
health, provided that the 
measure is based on estab-
lished international guide-
lines or backed by scientific 
evidence. 

Scott, Michael and Wethered, 
Simon, Butterworths Charity 
Law Handbook 2ed, LexisN-
exis UK, PB, £89.95, ISBN: 
9781405708951
Part of the popular and suc-
cessful Handbook series, this 
revised and updated edition 
of Butterworths Charity Law 
Handbook contains the key 
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statutory materials required 
by Charity Law Practitioners, 
including the new Charities 
Act. 

Spencer, David and Bro-
gan, Michael, Mediation 
Law and Practice (Aus-
tralian), Cambridge Univ 
Press, PB, £32.99, ISBN: 
9780521676946
This book gives a thorough 
account of the practice of 
mediation from the perspec-
tive of the student and prac-
titioner. Divided into two 
parts, it deals with both the 
practice of mediation and 
the law surrounding media-
tion. Touching on the theory 
and philosophy behind the 
practice, it further describes 
in a theoretical and practical 
sense the difference between 
the emerging models of me-
diation. Mediator qualities 
are discussed in terms of 
issues of gender, culture and 
power.

Sugar, Simon and Bojarski, 
Andrzej, Unlocking Matri-

monial Assets on Divorce, 
Jordans, PB, £65.00, ISBN: 
9781846610226
This is a handbook that is 
intended to be a practical and 
user friendly guide to some of 
the more challenging areas of 
ancillary relief practice. The 
book is divided into eight 
detailed parts; Evidence, Dis-
closure, Dissipation, Prop-
erty, Businesses, Trusts and 
Inheritance, Pensions and 
finally, Tax Implications and 
Planning. The book contains 
specialist contributions from 
forensic accountant and an 
actuary. In concentrating on 
complex areas of practice, 
the book seeks to provide 
practitioners with assistance 
in unlocking assets for the 
benefit of their client. De-
tailed consideration of the 
reported case law ensures 
that the book will provide an 

Shackleton, Stewart, Ar-
bitration Law Reports and 
Review 2004, Oxford Univ 
Press, HB, £295.00, ISBN: 
9780199286607

Social Security Legislation 
2006/2007 Supplement, Sweet 
& Maxwell, PB, £47.00, 
ISBN: 9780421963207
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invaluable reference work for 
the busy lawyer, both in the 
office and at court.

coercive means. Three fields 
are examined, namely human 
rights, international environ-
mental law, and arms control 
and disarmament. 

domestic systems of state li-
ability in public law. Second, 
these awards can be enforced 
in as many as 165 countries, 
making them more widely 
enforceable than other ju-
dicial decisions in public 
law. Third, public law can 
be interpreted in private as a 
matter of course, without any 
appeal to a court to correct 
errors of law. 

Ulfstein, Geir, et al, Mak-
ing Treaties Work: Human 
Rights, Environment and 
Arms Control, Cambridge 
Univ Press, HB, £55.00, 
ISBN: 9780521873178
There is an increasing focus 
on the need for national im-
plementation of treaties. In-
ternational law has tradition-
ally left enforcement to the 
individual parties, but more 
and more treaties contain ar-
rangements to induce States 
to comply with their commit-
ments. Experts in this book 
examine three forms of such 
mechanisms: dispute settle-
ment procedures in the form 
of international courts, non-
compliance procedures of an 
administrative character, and 
enforcement of obligation by 

van Harten, Gus, Invest-
ment Treaty Arbitration and 
Public Law, Oxford Univ 
Press, HB, £60.00, ISBN: 
9780199217892
This book outlines invest-
ment treaty arbitration as a 
public law system, by pre-
cisely demonstrating the sig-
nificance of giving arbitrators 
comprehensive jurisdiction 
to decide regulatory dis-
putes between business and 
state. In doing so, it exposes 
some startling consequences 
of transplanting rules of 
commercial arbitration into 
the regulatory sphere. First, 
private arbitrators can award 
compensation to investors 
in ways that go well beyond 

Wadham, John; Mountfield, 
Helen and Edmundson, Anna, 
Blackstone’s Guide to the 
Human Rights Act 4ed, Ox-
ford Univ Press, PB, £34.95, 
ISBN: 9780199299577
This fourth edition has been 
rewritten and restructured, 
with the addition of foot-
notes, to ensure even greater 
ease of use, and contains the 
full text of the Human Rights 
Act 1998 (as amended), the 
European Convention on 
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Human Rights, and the EU 
Charter of Fundamental 
Rights.

analysis and helpful proce-
dural tables, the White Book 
is the civil lawyer’s bible 
- whether you practise in the 
county court, High Court, or 
specialist courts.

liability of EU institutions 
under Article 288(2), there 
have been increasing trends 
toward convergence in rel-
evant principles in private 
party EU litigation; whether 
the defendant is a Member 
State government authority 
or an EU institution.

Waller, Lord Justice, White 
Book 2007: Civil Procedure 
Vols 1 & 2 + Forms Serv-
ice, Sweet & Maxwell, 
H B ,  £ 3 7 9 . 9 0 ,  I S B N : 
9781847031587
Vols 1 & 2 + Forms Serv-
ice + Full CD Pack, Sweet 
& Maxwell, HB, £438.65, 
ISBN: 9781847031631
Volume 1 + Forms Serv-
ice, Sweet & Maxwell, 
H B ,  £ 2 6 9 . 9 0 ,  I S B N : 
9781847031570
The White Book Service 
gives you with all the infor-
mation you need to practise 
in the civil court. Coverage 
includes the Civil Procedure 
Rules, Practice Directions, 
Pre-Action Protocols and 
Court Guides. Together with 
high quality comment and 

Ward, Angela, Judicial Re-
view and the Rights of Pri-
vate parties in EU Law 2ed, 
Oxford Univ Press, HB, 
£75.00, PB, £39.95, ISBN: 
9780199269624, ISBN: 
9780199206865
This book canvasses in detail 
the rights of private par-
ties to enforce principles 
of EU law, both before the 
national courts and the Euro-
pean courts of First Instance 
and Justice in Luxembourg. 
These originally amounted 
to two distinct bodies of case 
law. However, particularly 
since the advent of Member 
State liability in damages, 
which was founded on the 

Wareham, Robert, Tolley’s 
Value Added Tax 2007 (first 
and second editions), Lex-
isNexis UK, PB, £129.95, 
ISBN: 9780754532958
Arranged in alphabetical sub-
ject order, from Accounting 
Periods to Zero-Rating, Tol-
ley’s Value Added Tax brings 
together in-depth coverage of 
the UK and EC legislation, 
Customs material and rel-
evant case law and tribunal 
decisions relevant to each 
topic, so the complete picture 
on any particular point can be 
easily found. Due to the ever-
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changing nature of VAT and 
your need to have access to 
the most up-to-date informa-
tion, Tolley’s VAT annual is 
published in two complete 
volumes in April (following 
the Budget) and September 
(following the Finance Act) 
for one price. Please note 
you cannot buy the First 
edition itself, as a separate 
item, although you can buy 
the Second edition only when 
published in September.

covering everything from 
annual accounts and audi-
tors to meetings, acquisition 
of own shares, directors and 
company names – all that 
anyone dealing with com-
pany law matters will need. 
A-Z format, written in a 
familiar user-friendly and 
accessible style. 

Logically set out, the book 
is structured to correspond 
to a typical undergraduate 
course in equity and trusts, 
with materials linked by 
engaging commentary and 
stimulating questions with 
answers, as well as sugges-
tions for further study. The 
sixth edition has been revised 
to include a new chapter 
dedicated to equitable doc-
trines and remedies. It has 
also been updated to include 
the anticipated Charities Act 
2006, the Law Commission 
report on Trustee Exemption 
Clauses (2006) and consulta-
tion paper on Cohabitation 
(2006), together with the lat-
est developments in case law, 
including Barlow Clowes 
International Ltd. (In Liqui-
dation) v. Eurotrust Interna-
tional Limited (2005). 

Wareham, Robert ,  Tol-
ley’s Company Law Hand-
book 14ed, LexisNexis 
UK, PB, £82.95, ISBN: 
9780754533160
This book gives practical 
guidance on all aspects of 
company law from the com-
pany perspective, at an op-
erational level. This title 
will ensure that you comply 
with the latest legislation, 

Watt, Gary, Todd & Watt’s 
Cases & Materials on Equity 
and Trusts 6ed, Oxford Univ 
Press, PB, £29.99, ISBN: 
9780199203161
This new edition contains 
extracts from a wide range 
of relevant and interesting 
case law, statutory material, 
academic writing and official 
proposals for law reform. In 
a subject that is heavily case-
based, the content of Todd 
& Watt’s Cases and Mate-
rials on Equity and Trusts 
provides a complete source 
of reference for students. 

We l f a re  B e n e f i t s  a n d 
Tax Credi ts  Handbook 
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2007/2008, Child Poverty 
Action Group, PB, £35.00, 
ISBN: 9781901698985
The new Handbook gives 
you comprehensive cover-
age of all welfare benefits 
and tax credits. This fully 
revised and updated edition 
includes the latest informa-
tion on benefit and tax credit 
overpayments, the right to 
reside test and telephone and 
internet claiming. 

Wilson, Sarah, Todd & 
Wi l s o n ’s  Te x t b o o k  o n 
Trusts 8ed, Oxford Univ 
Press, PB, £26.99, ISBN: 
9780199203260
Focused on the key themes 
of an undergraduate course in 
trusts and with an analytical 
approach to the subject, this 
book has been thoroughly 
updated and re-worked to 
enhance accessibility whilst 
stimulating thought and in-
sight for students. Complex 

issues are explained clearly 
but without over-simplifica-
tion in this comprehensive 
account of trusts law which 
mirrors the focus of trusts 
teaching in universities, and 
seeks to engage students 
critically through real-life 
issues, key scholarship and 
theoretical considerations. 

Young, Simon, Limited Li-
ability Partnerships Hand-
book 2ed, Tottel Publish-
ing, PB, £68.00, ISBN: 
9781845922610
The second edition of this 
highly acclaimed book offers 
an unrivalled level of advice 
and guidance on this rapidly 
expanding and constantly 
developing subject. Offer-
ing clear descriptions of the 
nature and consequence of 
Limited Liability Partner-
ships, it enables practitioners 
to undertake with confidence 

the process of conversion 
from a partnership.

Millington, Trevor and Suth-
erland Williams, Mark, Pro-
ceeds of Crime: Law and 
Practice of Restraint, Con-
fiscation, Condemnation, and 
Forfeiture 2ed, Oxford Univ 
Press, HB, £95.00, ISBN: 
9780199298648
This second edition introduc-
es the reader to the complexi-
ties of the proceeds of crime 
and asset recovery legislation 
in both a user-friendly and 
step-by-step way. This port-
able and easily navigable 
book provides the reader 
with a clear insight into every 
stage of assisting the client 
from restraint to confisca-
tion and how to apply for a 
Certificate of Inadequacy and 
what powers enforcement 
authorities have to enforce 
orders, particularly the ap-
pointment of receivers.
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Matt Regnard

Wildy’s are pleased to announce that Matt Regnard, formerly with LexisNexis’ 
Customer Services Department, will be joining us from the 14th of May.

After graduating with a degree in Geography in 1996, Matt joined Butterworths in 
a temporary data processing role. After a few months he moved into a permanent 
position in their customer service department where he has proved an invaluable 
asset for the last 10 years. 

The customer services department at LexisNexis has recently re-located to Belfast.  
Matt has been working in Belfast for the last couple of months training the new 
team on Lexis products and services, systems, queries and customer accounts to 
help ensure a smooth transfer. 

We are very pleased that Matt has now decided to join our team to help us maintain 
the high level of service our customers demand.

For those that know Matt – We are thrilled to let everyone know that he and his 
wife have just had a little girl, Charlotte Daisy Regnard. She was born on the 26th 
of April at 9.18 in the evening, weighing 9lbs 8oz.
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The Artists
Hilary  Paynter,  PRE,  SWE is
President of the Royal Society of 
Painter-Printmakers and past 
Chairman of the Society of Wood 
Engravers.  Hilary exhibits widely and 
her work is represented in the 
permanent collections of many public 
galleries including the V&A, 
Ashmolean and Fitzwilliam museums. 
Here we show a selection from her 
series “Legal London”. 

Simon Brett, RE, SWE is a fellow of 
the Royal Society of Painter-
Printmakers and past Chairman of the 
Society of Wood Engravers. His wood 
engravings have been made as prints, 
as bookplates and as book illustrations 
for which he has won awards. The 
prints shown here are from his series 
of London river scenes. 

John Bryce, ARE, SWE, GAvA is an 
associate of the Royal Society of 
Painter-Printmakers, and a member of 
the Society of Wood Engravers, the 
Guild of Aviation Artists and the 
Wapping Group of Artists. The WGA 
was founded in 1946 to record the 
changes in the life and landscape of 
the River Thames.  John exhibits 
regularly in London and has won 
awards for his engravings.  
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Administration of Estates Looseleaf, Issue 24, £92.50
Administration of Trusts Looseleaf, Issue 19, £87.50
Aircraft Liens and Detention Rights Looseleaf, Release 18, £236.00
All England Annual Review 2006, Bound Volume, £91.00
Atkin’s Court Forms, Volume 8 Part 3, £199.00
Australian Business Law Review, Part 2007, £234.00
Australian Law Journal, Volume 81, £281.00
Butterworths Competition Law Service Looseleaf, Issue 70, £269.00
Butterworths Family Law Service Looseleaf, Number 138, £219.00
Butterworths Financial Regulation Service Looseleaf, Volume Issue 31, £129.00
Butterworths Financial Regulation Service Looseleaf, Volume 7 Issue 31, £19.00
Butterworths Financial Regulation Service Looseleaf, Volume 5 Issue 31, £12.00
Butterworths Financial Regulation Service Looseleaf, Volume 6 Issue 31, £11.00
Butterworths Property Law Service Looseleaf, Issue 55, £119.00
Butterworths Road Traffic Service Looseleaf, Issue 54, £165.00
Canadian Criminal Cases, Volume Index Volumes 189-210, £130.00
Collective Investment Schemes Looseleaf, Release 32, £180.00
Company and Securities Law Journal, Part 2007, £285.00
Commonwealth Law Reports Parts and Bound Volumes Service, Volume 223 

Part, £123.00
Construction Law Reports, Bound Volume 110, £99.00
Emden’s Construction Law Looseleaf, Issue 107, £168.00
Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents, Volume 26 Part 3, £268.00
Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents, Volume Consolidated Tables 2007, 

£268.00
Encyclopaedia of Forms and Precedents, Volume 38 Part 3, £268.00
Gore-Browne on Companies Looseleaf, Supplement 63, £250.00
Halsbury’s Laws of England, Volume 12 Part 2, £298.00
Halsbury’s Laws of England, Volume 12 Part 3, £298.00
Halsbury’s Laws of England, Volume 15 Part 3, £298.00
Halsbury’s Laws of England, Volume 15 Part 4, £298.00
Halsbury’s Statutory Instruments Bound, Volume 11, £152.00
Halsbury’s Statutory Instruments Bound, Volume EC Legislation Implementator , 

£152.00
Handbook of Business Tenancies Looseleaf, Release 35, £147.00
Handbook of Dilapidations Looseleaf, Release 30, £147.00



International Corporate Procedures Looseleaf, Update 32 and CD, £215.00
Keating on JCT Contracts Looseleaf, Release 1 Commentary, £125.00
Law and Practice of Registered Conveyancing Looseleaf, Release 35, £150.00
Manual for Handling of Applications for Patents, Designs and Trademarks 

throughout the World Looseleaf, Supplement 110, £128.00
Miller Product Liability Subscription, Issue 70, £179.00
Mithani: Directors’ Disqualification Looseleaf, Issue 27, £157.00
Oke’s Magisterial Formulist Looseleaf, Issue 70, £119.00
Parker’s Law and Conduct of Elections Looseleaf, Issue 23, £159.00
Rayden and Jackson on Divorce and Family Matters, Issue 8, £215.00
Schofield’s Election Law 2nd ed Looseleaf, Supplement 20, £67.00
Secretarial Administration Looseleaf, Release 46, £100.00
Shawcross and Beaumont: Air Law Looseleaf, Issue 107, £299.00
Simon’s NIC Looseleaf, Issue 52, £123.00
Simon’s Tax Cases Bound Volumes, Bound Volume 2006, £138.00
Simon’s Tax Cases Bound Volumes, Bound Volume Cumulative Tables 1973-

2006, £58.00
South Australian State Reports, Volume 96 Part 1, £176.00
Standard Forms of Building Contracts, Issue 5, £139.00
Tolley’s Manual of Accounting Looseleaf, Issue 36, £83.00
Tolley’s Pensions Law Looseleaf, Issue 40, £85.00



Common Law Library Series

Check that you are up-to-date!

Arlidge, Eady and Smith on Contempt - 3rd Edition, ISBN 0421883405, priced at 
£290.00, published November 2005.

Benjamin’s Sale of Goods - 7th Edition, priced at £375.00, ISBN 042188830X, 
published October 2006. 

Bowstead and Reynolds on Agency - 18th Edition, published June 2006. ISBN 
0421858001, priced at £265.00.

Bullen, Leake and Jacob’s Precedents of Pleadings - 15th Edition, ISBN 
0421938404, priced at £435.00, published May 2004 Includes the 1st supplement, 
published November 2005.

Charlesworth and Percy on Negligence - 11th Edition, ISBN 0421954302, priced 
at £275.00. Published August 2006. 

Chitty on Contracts - 29th Edition,(2 Volumes) ISBN 0421842601, priced at 
£499.00, published April 2004. Includes the 3rd supplement published November 
2006 priced at £89.00, ISBN 0421930608. Also available as volume 1 only and 
supplement, ISBN 0421854804, priced at £389.00. 

Clerk and Lindsell on Torts - 19th Edition, ISBN 0421888903, priced at £334.00, 
published December 2005. 1st supplement published in November 2006 priced at 
£59.00, ISBN 0421919302. 

Gatley on Libel and Slander - 10th Edition, ISBN 0421946105, priced at £379.00, 
published November 2003. Includes the 1st supplement, published November 
2005.

Goff and Jones: The Law of Restitution - 7th Edition, ISBN 0421926007, priced at 
£275.00, published December 2006.

Jackson and Powell on Professional Negligence - 5th Edition, ISBN 0421792205, 
priced at £328.00, published December 2002. Includes the 4th supplement, pub-
lished December 2005. Please note that the 6th edition, with the new title Jackson 
& Powell on Professional Liability, is due to be published in December 2006 and 
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should be priced at £275.00, ISBN 0421955104.

McGregor on Damages - 17th Edition, ISBN 0421864001, priced at £389.00, pub-
lished June 2003. Includes the 3rd supplement, published October 2006 priced 
£52.00. 

Phipson on Evidence - 16th Edition, ISBN 0421874708, priced at £305.00, pub-
lished July 2005. 1st supplement published in December 2006 priced at £65.00, 
ISBN 0421922303.

WILDY’S TRIPS AROUND THE WORLD IN �00�

A chance to meet our representatives at conferences and other venues

Ottawa: CALL 4th - 9th May – Steven & Elaine Ross and Brian & Penny Hill will be ex-
hibiting

Sheffield: BIALL 14th - 16th June – John Sinkins, Charlie Alpera, Alden Bowers and Brian 
Hill will be exhibiting

St. Lucia & St. Vincent: CARALL(St. Lucia) – John Pethick will be staying at the Bay 
Gardens Hotel tel 001 758 452 8060 St. Lucia 20th June - 1st July & 8th July - 11th July 
– He will be in St Vincent 1st July – 8th July.

IBA Singapore 15th-19th October  – John Sinkins and Steven Ross will be exhibiting at the 
Suntec Convention Centre Singapore.
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Wildys were pleased to host a reception to mark the publication of Lord Gifford’s 
autobiography The Pasionate Advocate in the Smoking Room, Middle Temple.
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IMPORTANT  FORTHCOMING  PUBLICATIONS

Robertson  &  Nicol  on 
Media Law �th edition
by Geoffrey Robinson, QC 
and Andrew Nicol, QC
Sweet & Maxwell, Hard-
back, ISBN 9781847030245, 
£140.00, due July 2007
The new edition of this popu-
lar title provides a thorough 
analysis of the disparate laws 
that impinge on journalists’ 
and broadcasters’ rights to 
publish.  It supplies clear 
guidance on the laws that 
affect the rights of the entire 
range media professionals: 
journalists, broadcasters, 
authors, Internet providers, 
editors, dramatists, film-
makers, photographers, web-
site owners, producers and 
others who publish news or 
views through the media.  It 
is a one-stop source, from 
copyright to confidentiality 
to broadcasting, blasphemy 
and contempt of court.  The 
authors explain the ongoing 
effects of the Human Rights 
Act 1998 on every aspect of 
media law, and analyse the 
impact on journalists and 
broadcasters of the Freedom 
of Information Act 2000.  
Commentary on important 
cases, such as Douglas v 
Hello and BHB v William 
Hill, is also provided, as are 
chapters on reporting the 
courts, Whitehall, Parlia-

ment, local government and 
business.  Written by two 
eminent media barristers, this 
new edition provides authori-
tative and extensive coverage 
of all areas of media law, 
cutting out the need to go to 
further sources. 

Construction  Contracts: 
Law  and  Management, 
�th edition
by John Murdoch and Will 
Hughes
Routledge, Paperback, ISBN 
9780415393690, £24.99, due 
June 2007
The fourth edition of this in-
troductory text has been thor-
oughly revised to provide the 
most up-to-date and compre-
hensive coverage of the leg-
islation, administration and 
management of construction 
contracts. Introducing this 
topic at the core of construc-
tion law and management, 
this book provides students 
with a one-stop reference 
on construction contracts.  
Significant new material cov-
ers procurement; tendering; 
developments in dispute set-
tlement; and commentary on 
all key legislation, case law 
and contract amendments 
up to 2007.  In line with new 
thinking in construction man-
agement research, the fourth 
edition of this well-known 

text is essential reading for 
students and practitioners 
new to the area of construc-
tion contracts.

Employment  Law  and 
Human Rights �nd edition
by Robin Allen QC, Anna 
Beale, and Rachel Crasnow
O x f o r d  U n i v e r s i t y 
Press, Paperback, ISBN 
9780199299638, £49.95, 
due August 2007
This new edition of Employ-
ment Law and Human Rights 
brings practitioners up to date 
with the continuing practical 
impact of the Human Rights 
Act 1998 in the employment 
field. Human rights issues 
have become increasingly 
prevalent in employment 
cases, and significant new 
equality legislation has been 
introduced. A thorough un-
derstanding of the area is 
now vital for the serious 
employment lawyer.  The 
text considers in detail all 
aspects of the European Con-
vention of Human Rights in 
an employment context, with 
a particular focus on areas 
which have developed most 
rapidly in recent years. It 
looks at the complex regula-
tory framework surrounding 
privacy at work, data protec-
tion and Internet access, and 
the various new surveillance 
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regulations, and considers 
these in the light of the UK’s 
Convention obligations. It 
also considers in depth the 
overlap between the impli-
cations of the Human Rights 
Act and the new equality laws 
relating to religion and belief, 
sexual orientation, and age, 
in addition to issues arising 
from existing discrimination 
legislation.  The book mar-
ries expert commentary on 
the background legal themes 
with comprehensive practi-
cal guidance on current law 
and procedure, including the 
controversial topic of public 
funding. Throughout the 
book ECHR jurisprudence 
is considered and cross- re-
ferred to domestic case law, 
and each chapter contains 
a ‘Frequently Asked Ques-
tions’ section to assist the 
busy practitioner.  Written in 
a clear and accessible style, 
and designed for ease of ref-
erence, the book is essential 
for solicitors and barristers 
specializing in employment 
law, employment law advis-
ers, Employment Tribunal 
chairmen, and human re-
sources officers.

Italian Private Law
by Guido Alpa and Vincenzo 
Zeno-Zencovich
Routledge Cavendish, Hard-
back, ISBN 9781844720514, 
£65.00, due May 2007
Italian Private Law provides 
an excellent overview and 

analysis of Italian private law 
and its transition from the 
early twentieth century legal 
tradition to a system based 
on constitutional values, 
geared towards European 
integration.  Exploring the 
eclectic yet systematically 
solid foundations of Ital-
ian private law, which has 
adapted itself to the growing 
pressure of EU legislation, 
Alpa and Zenovich look at 
the legislative system as well 
as the profound influence of 
case-law and legal scholar-
ship.  The book examines: 
family law; succession; le-
gal persons; businesses and 
companies; property law; 
contract law; and tort law.  
This book is a key resource 
for legal scholars, practition-
ers and students who want to 
gain a deeper knowledge of 
Italian private law in their 
research, professional or 
academic activity.

Reece  Thomas  &  Ryan: 
The  Law  and  Practice  of 
Shareholders’ Agreements 
�nd edition
by Katherine Reece Thomas 
and Chris Ryan
L e x i s  N e x i s  B u t t e r -
worth, Hardback, ISBN 
9781405717199, £136.25, 
due June 2007
Now in its second edition, 
this popular, fully-updated 
title explains the law on 
shareholders’ agreements in 
a clear and comprehensible 

style. It guides the reader 
through a typical transaction, 
highlighting the commercial 
issues facing the client and 
ultimately the solicitor as 
draftsman. The book exam-
ines how a shareholders’ 
agreement can be unravelled 
in the event of insolvency or 
other reason for termination. 
An accompanying CD-ROM 
includes all the precedents 
covered in the book, which 
have been developed and 
updated by David Baylis 
of Norton Rose. The book 
has been updated to reflect 
changes in insolvency prac-
tice and to the law post-En-
terprise Act 2002, and also 
highlights the reforms to be 
made by the Companies Act 
2006. It is therefore the most 
up to date book available on 
the subject. 

Practical  Guide  to 
Corporate  Governance 
�rd edition
by Richard Smerdon
Sweet & Maxwell, Hard-
back, ISBN 9780421953109, 
£139.00, due May 2007
The third edition of this book 
supplies practical guidance 
on the most recent corporate 
governance regulations as 
they apply to both public and 
private companies.  As well 
as detailed commentary on 
comparany structures and 
policies, it contains practical 
tools such as checklists and 
specimen forms, guidance 
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notes from the regulatory 
agencies and a wide range 
of materials, including the 
Combined Code, the Higgs 
Review and the Hampel Re-
port.  The author covers the 
full range of topics affected 
by governance regulations, 
including board structures, 
directors’ duties, non-ex-
ecutive directors, chairman, 
meetings, auditing, financial 
reporting and pension funds.  
Recent changes made by the 
Companies Act 2006 are 
covered, and new chapters on 
the EU, the USA and not-for-
profit sector are included.

Tolley’s Employment Hand-
book ��st edition
by members of 11 King’s 
Bench Walk
L e x i s  N e x i s  B u t t e r -
worth, Paperback, ISBN 
9780754532651, £92.00, due 
July 2007
Tolley’s Employment Hand-
book is written in a clear, 
highly accessible style, cov-
ering every aspect of em-
ployment law. The handbook 
is designed to assist with 
queries on routine subjects, 
such as maternity benefits 
and recruitment, and to pro-
vide expert guidance on more 
sensitive areas of the law 
such as sex discrimination 
and redundancy. The 21st 
edition is up-to-date with 
all recent changes in em-
ployment law and will help 
employment practitioners 

and human resource directors 
to understand exactly how 
these developments affect 
companies and individual 
employees.

Law  of  Extradition  and 
Mutual  Assistance  �nd 
edition
by Clive Nicholls, Clare 
Montgomery and Julian B. 
Knowles
O x f o r d  U n i v e r s i t y 
Press,  Hardback, ISBN 
9780199298990, £145.00, 
due August 2007
The Law of Extradition and 
Mutual Assistance provides 
a comprehensive and au-
thoritative treatment of the 
laws covering the extradi-
tion arrangements between 
the UK and other states, as 
well as international mutual 
assistance. Since the first edi-
tion (published by Cameron 
May in 2002), the Extradition 
Act 1989 and the Criminal 
Justice (International Co-
operation) Act 1990 have 
been repealed and replaced 
by the Extradition Act 2003 
and the Crime (International 
Co-operation) Act 2003, re-
spectively, and international 
confiscation is now dealt 
with under the Proceeds 
of Crime Act 2002.  This 
second edition has therefore 
been scrupulously updated 
and rewritten to take into 
account all of the legislative 
changes, and offers a detailed 
treatment and practical guid-

ance to the new legislation. 
The new edition has also 
been expanded to provide 
comparative coverage on 
extradition law and prac-
tice in other jurisdictions, 
including the US, Canada, 
and Australia, and includes a 
chapter on how the European 
Arrest Warrant is dealt with 
in other EU countries. The 
authors provide an expert 
commentary and critique of 
the new legislation and case 
law, and the book contains all 
relevant legislation.

EC  Competition  Law:  A 
Critical Assessment
General Editors: Giuliano 
Amato and Claus-Dieter 
Ehlermann
Hart Publishing, Hardback, 
ISBN 9781841136752, 
£75.00, due May 2007
This book, co-written by a 
team of European competi-
tion law specialists, offers 
critical perspectives on the 
whole range of issues in 
EC competition law. The 
book has two distinctive 
features: the first is that un-
like similar works which 
present the law from either 
an enforcement agency or 
practitioner perspective in 
a fairly conventional man-
ner, this work offers fresh, 
critical reflections on the 
state of the law. The second 
is that the authors are young 
academics, practitioners and 
administrators who have 
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worked in the relevant fields 
and who are relatively new 
‘voices’ in the competition 
law literature. Drawn from 
diverse jurisdictions and 
professional backgrounds the 
authors bring a distinctively 
‘European’ feel (for instance 
not drawing exclusively on 
English language literature), 
and manage to introduce 
debates that have been tak-
ing place in the non-English 
language world, thereby 
assisting a more comprehen-
sive dialogue in this field. 
The diversity in their profes-
sional backgrounds means 
that each chapter adopts a 
different perspective, with 
some chapters focusing on 
practical solutions to prob-
lems, and others exploring 
more general theoretical 
questions. The textbook-like 
structure places the issues 
in their appropriate contexts 
and ensures that readers see 
how the discussion in each 
chapter links with the body 
of law as a whole.  The book 
is aimed at academic lawyers 
and practitioners, comple-
menting existing textbooks 
and allowing the reader to 
extend his or her understand-
ing of the subject and provide 
a quick source of reference to 
the main doctrinal debates on 
the subject, and offer fresh 
perspectives on the topics 
covered. The impact of EC 
competition law beyond Eu-
rope also means that this 

book will appeal to lawyers 
in the US, Australia, Canada 
and beyond. Associate Edi-
tor Assimakis Komninos is 
a Senior Associate in the 
Brussels office of White & 
Case and also practices as 
a lawyer at the Athens Bar. 
He is also a visiting lecturer 
at IREA, Université d’Aix-
Marseille III. 

Legal  Protection  of  Com-
puter Software �th edition
by David Bainbridge
Tottel Publishing, Hard-
back, ISBN 9781845924508, 
£90.00, due July 2007
Formerly titled Software 
Copyright Law, this new fifth 
edition has been significantly 
reworked to take account 
of the relevant legislative 
changes, offering practical 
guidance and workable poli-
cies and solutions to all issues 
relating to the development 
and exploitation of computer 
software. The new revised 
content includes information 
on software patents, issues of 
confidentiality, and restraint 
of trade in relation to former 
employees, freelance pro-
grammers and developers.

Judicial Review  in North-
ern Ireland
by Gordon Anthony
Hart Publishing, Hardback, 
ISBN 9781841136172, 
£50.00, due June 2007
This is the first book to be 
written on the principle and 

practice of judicial review in 
Northern Ireland. It collates 
and discusses the ever-bur-
geoning body of Northern 
Ireland case law and divides 
into eight chapters that con-
sider the purposes of judicial 
review; the nature of the pub-
lic-private divide in Northern 
Ireland law; the judicial re-
view procedure; the grounds 
for review; and remedies. 
Much of the case law here is 
unique to Northern Ireland, 
and the book identifies ac-
tual and potential differences 
between Northern Ireland 
case law and that of England 
and Wales. The book also 
integrates Human Rights 
Act 1998 jurisprudence as 
has been developed by the 
Northern Ireland courts and 
by the House of Lords; and it 
situates much of that case law 
within wider debates about 
judicial review as play out 
in related practitioner and/or 
academic journals.  The book 
has been written primarily 
for practitioners of judicial 
review and uses numbered 
paragraphs for ease of refer-
ence. The book is, however, 
of a wider interest and it will 
be a valuable resource for 
academics and students too. 
Much of the Northern Ireland 
case law has been concerned 
with contentious political is-
sues, and the courts have had 
to consider difficult ques-
tions of the constitutional 
limits to the judicial role in 
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review proceedings. The 
book should therefore be of 
use not just to practitioners 
but also to those involved in 
the study of judicial reason-
ing in different jurisdictions 
(both within the UK and 
elsewhere).

Property  in  Securities:  A 
Comparative Study
by Eva Micheler
Cambr idge  Univers i ty 
Press,  Hardback, ISBN 
9780521832656, £55.00, 
due June 2007
This new book analyses 
the German, Austrian and 

English law of securities, 
addressing the rules gov-
erning transfers of securi-
ties, including unauthorised 
transfers, equities arising 
out of defective issues, and 
the holding of securities 
through intermediaries. The 
book presents an account of 
the current English, German 
and Austrian regimes. It has 
been written with a view to 
explaining the German and 
Austrian regime to readers 
with a common law back-
ground and to explaining the 
English regime to readers 
with a civil law background. 

Micheler also aims to deter-
mine whether globalisation 
will cause the two different 
approaches to converge. It 
concludes that the respective 
rules in all three jurisdictions 
have historically evolved 
consistently with incumbent 
legal doctrine, and that this 
pattern of change is likely 
to continue. Convergence 
will occur on a functional 
rather than doctrinal level. 
Moreover, recent reform 
initiatives advanced by the 
UNIDROIT and the EU will 
lead to functional rather than 
doctrinal convergence.

Words and Phrases Legally Defined 4th edn

NEW EDITION 
Due November 2007 - Special pre-publication price

Words and Phrases enables the practitioner to have at all times the precise mean-
ing of a particular word or phrase. Definitions are taken from the Acts of Parlia-
ment, Halsbury’s Laws of England, leading textbooks and verbatim judgments 
from all over the Commonwealth. 

Annual cumulative supplements, charged separately, ensure that the work is always 
up-to-date and include not only full coverage of English and Scottish cases and 
statutes but also extracts from Australian, Canadian and New Zealand cases.

This new edition of Words and Phrases will be available as a two-volume set. 

The price of £350.00 applies to all orders placed prior to publication. After publica-
tion the price will be £390.00.
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New:
FORENSIC FABLES BY ‘O’

Theo Mathew

ISBN: 9781898029878
Hardback

£19.95

Forensic Fables appeared first in the Law Journal and then in book form between 
1926 and 1932. They were published anonymously, but their authorship was quick-
ly guessed. The literary style and the pictorial delineation were alike unmistakable. 
They were the work of Theo Mathew composed in his study on the ground floor at 
the back of 31 Cornwall Gardens. They show his wit in all its maturity.

This new reprint also contains Hubert Picarda’s biographical article on Theo Math-
ew: ‘Stick to a Stuff-Gown’
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New:
The Passionate Advocate

Anthony Gifford

ISBN: 9781898029885
Hardback

£19.95

Lord Anthony Gifford QC has had a fascinating life in the practice of law and the 
pursuit of justice. He was a barrister for 25 years in Britain, where he was involved 
in well known cases such as those of the Birmingham Six and the Guildford Four. 
He was actively engaged in the Southern African freedom struggle. He conducted 
inquiries into human rights abuses in Northern Ireland and into racism in Britain. 
At the age of 50 he moved his main home to Jamaica, where he has been recog-
nised as a leading advocate in a range of human rights fields. 

In this readable memoir, Gifford distils his experiences of fighting for people’s 
rights in Britain, the Caribbean and internationally. He brings to his work a passion 
which will inspire all who care about justice. He believes in the ideals of the law 
and has done much to see them realised in practice. He is a rebel who has made the 
system work for the oppressed. He presents remarkable insights into the ethics and 
techniques of an advocate for human rights. 
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New:
UPPSALA YEARBOOK OF EAST EUROPEAN LAW 2005

Edited by  Prof. Dr. Kaj Hobér
ISBN 97818980292

Hardback, 495pp
£95

The Yearbook is concerned with the legal systems of all the former planned economies in 
the former Soviet Union, Central and Eastern Europe, collectively referred to as Eastern 
Europe. It strives to be a publication for practising lawyers both in the private and public 
sectors. It is the firm belief of the Editor and the Advisory and Editorial Board that scholarly 
analysis and research can – and indeed must – go hand in hand with the practice of law. 
This is particularly true in a constantly and rapidly developing field such as East European 
legal systems. 

Neither a serious publication, nor scholarship needs to be dull. The Yearbook seeks to be 
scholarly and practical, lively and readable. It does not shun controversy or unpopular views 
– indeed controversy is expected and welcomed. It is believed that confronting issues from 
all sides, rather than avoiding them, is the better way of understanding the past, present and 
future development of East European legal systems.
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New:
DEATH OF A CIRCUIT

Being some account of The Oxford Circuit
and how it was abolished

Graeme Williams

ISBN: 9781898029861
Hardback 124pp

£14.95

Assizes, Quarter Sessions and the Oxford Circuit. Most barristers (and even some solici-
tors) practising in criminal work will probably have heard, however faintly, of the first two, 
without knowing what they were. But the Oxford Circuit has almost completely disappeared 
from the profession’s memory. Yet all three were ancient and venerable parts of the (mainly 
criminal) justice system, and were in full force and operation until 1st January 1972, only 
half a modern lifetime ago. This book attempts to describe the pre-1972 system, and in par-
ticular the closing years of the Oxford Circuit’s independent existence, its peremptory aboli-
tion and some of the Circuit characters, in what was a more colourful era than the present.

The author was in practice on the London end of the Oxford Circuit from 1960 onwards. He 
has been married for more than forty years to Anna Worrall QC, a Northern Circuiteer and 
Middle Temple Bencher. They live in Camden Town and Suffolk.



New:
LAW IN EAST ASIA SERIES

SERIES EDITORS ANTHONY DICKS & MICHAEL PALMER

CHINA’S PSYCHIATRIC INQUISITION
Dissent, Psychiatry and the Law in Post-1949 China

Robin Munro

ISBN: 1898029857
Hardback 390pp

£65

This study examines the misuse of forensic psychiatry custody in China since the late 1950s 
as an adjunct means – alongside the legal authorities’ more frequent use of arrest, trial and 
imprisonment – of punishing and silencing political dissidents, spiritual nonconformists, 
whistleblowers and other critics of official corruption or malfeasance. The principal ques-
tions addressed in the book are: how common have such practices been in China during 
the successive main periods in the country’s post-1949 history; how have these repressive 
practices been theorized and handled under the country’s evolving criminal justice system; 
and why have the security authorities resorted to this, at first sight, uncharacteristically 
sophisticated form of state repression? On the basis of extensive archival research into sev-
eral decades of China’s legal and psychiatric literature, the study concludes that the use of 
psychiatric custody against dissidents and other similar groups has been more widespread 
in China than it was in the former Soviet Union.



New:
CHANCEL REPAIR LIABILITY 

How to Research It
Revised ed 

Derriman, James

ISBN: 1898029849
Hardback

£19.95

The owner of any property, however small, in England or Wales, can be liable in certain 
circumstances to pay for repairs to the chancel of a medieval parish church in his locality. 
Until a recent case decided in the House of Lords led to a farmer and his wife being called 
on to pay a £95,000 bill, many property owners, conveyancers and parochial church coun-
cils had ignored this apparently remote corner of the law. Now, especially as a result of the 
Land Registration Act 2002, chancel repair liability has become a live issue. 

The need for searches to establish whether any particular land may be affected is increas-
ingly recognised. This book — the first of its kind — provides practical information on how 
to make these searches. It does not set out to be a legal textbook, but to enable lawyers, lay-
men and churchmen to understand the background and sources of information available so 
that they can discover so far as is possible when, and to what extent, liability may exist.

A Foreword by Dr R. Sturt, Diocesan Registrar of Canterbury, endorses its value not only 
for people who plan to do their own research, but as a mine of information for professionals, 
parochial church councils and amateur historians
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New:
RUSSIA AND THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL SYSTEM

A Bibliography of Writings by Russian Jurists on Public and Private 
International Law to 1917 with References to Publications in Emigration

William E. Butler

ISBN: 1898029830
Hardback 270pp

£65.00

This Bibliography, the most comprehensive attempted for the prerevolutionary period of 
Russian international legal history, contains more than 3500 entries organized by author 
or title and thoroughly indexed by name, geographic location, and subject, with brief an-
notations where needed and references for authors to book reviews and personalia. English 
translations are provided for titles in cyrillic. Locations are given for monographs, treaty 
collections, and texts. Intended for the historian of public and private international law and 
diplomacy, the general historian of Russia, the specialist in international relations, and those 
interested in the history of the book or of publishing in Russia.
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New:
FROM TRUST TO TAKEOVER

Butterworths 1938-1967
A Publishing House in Transition

Gordon Graham

ISBN: 1898029814
Hardback 102pp

£12.95

Stanley Bond, a largely unrecognized publishing genius, instructed in his will that his two 
infant sons should inherit the company when they attained the age of twenty-five.  Until 
then, the company should be run by a Trust, which he set up, most of the income from 
which would go to his widow.  The sons never got their inheritance.  The company was sold 
twenty-four years after Bond’s death.  How this came about is a story of intrigue and power 
plays, in researching which the author had access to confidential archives and was able to 
interview witnesses of the drama.  The result is a tale that throws light on the mores of pri-
vately-run companies sliding unwillingly into the era of corporate ownership.

Gordon Graham was Chairman and Chief Executive of Butterworths from 1975 to 1990.  
Prior to that he had been Managing Director of McGraw-Hill’s British subsidiary and Inter-
national Sales Manager of the McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York. 
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New:
THE JOURNAL OF COMPARATIVE LAW

Edited by  Nicholas Foster & Camilla Baasch Andersen
ISSN 1477-0814

2 issues per annum
Subscription Rates: £95 Institutions and £45 Individuals

We have pleasure in announcing publication of The Journal of Comparative Law. The jour-
nal provides a forum for comparative law scholarship and analysis. It will be an invaluable 
tool for practitioners and scholars working across international borders and with harmonised 
law. The journal, which is refereed, publishes materials on all aspects of comparative law, 
covering all geographical areas, and encourages analytical work with a contextual, theoreti-
cal and interdisciplinary approach. Due weight is accorded to practical aspects. The journal 
should appeal to a wide range of readers, including academics, students and international 
practitioners. Significant features include the publication of assessments and translations of 
important documents and comparative law bibliographies, as well as reviews of current and 
classic treatises and texts. 

For further information please see our website www.wildy.com

Issue 2
now published
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WILDY, SIMMONDS & HILL 
PUBLICATIONS

Paperless Securities
V. A. Belov
£45.00  2003
ISBN 1898029644

Comparative Law
Saidov, A.Kh.
£65.00    2003
ISBN: 1898029636

Chinese Maritime Law and Arbi-
tration
Beaumont, B. and Yang, P.
£35 1994
ISBN: 1898029032

Chinese International Commercial 
Arbitration
Beaumont, B. and Marcus, H.
£35 1994
ISBN: 1898029040

Commentary on the Chinese Arbi-
tration Act
Beaumont, B., Choi, D. and Luk, J.
£35 1995
ISBN: 1898029156

Criminal Code of the Russian Fed-
eradtion 4th edn
Butler, W.E.
£65 2004
ISBN: 1898029660

Economic Code of Ukraine
Butler, W.E.
£65 2004
ISBN: 1898029678

Forging a Common Legal Des-
tiny: Liber Amicorum in honour of 
William E. Butler (together with 
bibliography)
2 vols £65 2005
I S B N :  1 8 9 8 0 2 9 7 8 4  a n d 
189802975X

Narcotics and HIV/AIDS in Rus-
sia: Harm Reduction Policies Un-
der Russian Law

New:
Chancel Repair Liability: How to 
Research It
(Revised ed) 
Derriman, James
£19.95 2006
ISBN: 1898029849

A Guide to Lincoln’s Inn
Fairchild, H.
£1.50 1953
ISBN: 0854900136

New:
Journal of Comparative Law
Foster, N. (editor)
£95 per year - 2 issues
2006-
ISSN: 1477-0814

New:
From Trust to Takeover: 
Butterworths 1938-1967
A Publishing House in Transition
Gordon Graham
£12.95 2006
ISBN: 1898029814

New:
Seeing Justice Done
Griffin, John
£19.95 2006
ISBN: 1898029822

The Old Munster Circuit
Healy, Maurice
£19.95 2000
ISBN: 0854900985

Uppsala Yearbook of East European 
Law 2003
Hobér, Kaj
£95.00 2004
ISBN: 0898029679

Uppsala Yearbook of East European 
Law 2004
Hobér, Kaj
£95.00 2005
ISBN: 0898029806

William E. Butler
£75 2005
ISBN 1-898029-70-9

New:
Russia and the International 
Legal System: A Bibliography of 
Writings by Russian Jurists on 
Public and Private International 
Law to 1917 with References to 
Publications in Emigration
William E. Butler
£65 2006
ISBN: 1898029830

Russian Family Law
Butler, W.E.
£45 1998
ISBN: 1898029393

Russian Intellectual Property Law 
4th Edn
Butler, W.E.
£45 2005
ISBN: 1898029717

Sudebnik
Butler, W.E. (editor)
£180 per year – 4 issues
1996–
ISSN: 1362-3710

Tadzhikistan Legal Texts
Butler, W.E.
£25 1999
ISBN: 1898029431

Inns of Court
Daniell, Tim
£4.95 1971
ISBN: 0854900195

The Lawyers
The Inns of Court: The Home of the 
Common Law
Daniell, Tim
£12.50 1976
ISBN: 0854900012
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Vignettes of Legal History
Marke, J. 2 vols
£50 2001
ISBN: 1898029458

Sir Thomas More Lecture 2003: The 
Right to Human Dignity
Mason, I.
£14.95 2005
ISBN: 1898029741

Arabinesque at Law
Megarry, Robert E.
£4.95 1969
ISBN: 0854900101

New:
Miscellany at Lsw
Megarry, Robert E.
£19.95 2006
ISBN: 1898029768

New:
A Second Miscellany at Lsw
Megarry, Robert E.
£19.95 2006
ISBN: 1898029776

Inns Ancient and Modern
Megarry, Robert E.
£4.95 1989
ISBN: 0854900063

The Death Penalty in Russia
Mikhlin, A.S.
£38 1999
ISBN: 189802944X

New:
Forensic Fables by “O”
“O” (Mathew, Theo)
£19.95 2006
ISBN: 0854900993

Election Cases 1869-1929
O’Malley, Edward
£280.00 1977
ISBN: 0854900020

New:
China’s Psychiatric Inquisition: 
Dissent, Psychiatry and the Law in 
Post-1949 China
Robin Munro
£65 2006
ISBN: 1898029857

Barcelona Convention
Raftopolous,  E.
£25 1993
ISBN: 1898029016

Antarctic Conventions
Simmonds, K. R.
£25 1992
ISBN: 1898029008

International Maritime 
Organization
Simmonds, K.R.
£25 1994
ISBN: 1898029059

The Lord Slynn of Hadley Eu-
ropean Law Foundation Annual 
Lectures 1999-2003

£19.95 2005
ISBN 1898029695

Theory of International Law
Tunkin, G. I.
£65 2003
ISBN: 1898029601

The Book of the Bench
Vanity Fair
£25.00  1985
ISBN: 0854900047

The Royal Courts of Justice
Wildy & Sons
£3.50 1977
ISBN: 0854900144

New:
Death of a Circuit: Being some 
account of The Oxford Circuit and 
how it was abolished
Graeme Williams
£14.95 2006
ISBN: 9781898029861

Law & Practice of International Tax 
Treaties in China
Zhang, Xin
£95 2003
ISBN: 1898029628

Implementation of the WTO Agree-
ments in China
Zhang, Xin
£65 2005
ISBN: 1898029792

DESIGNED BY OBLONG CREATIVE LTD
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RECENT FROM WILDY, SIMMONDS & HILL PUBLISHING

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WTO 
AGREEMENTS IN CHINA

Edited by Xin Zhang
ISBN 1-898029-79-2
Hardback, 396pp £65

SIR THOMAS MORE LECTURE 2003
THE RIGHT TO HUMAN DIGNITY
Editor Ian Mason, ISBN: 1898029741

Paperback 150pp, £14.95

UPPSALA YEARBOOK OF EAST EURO-
PEAN LAW 2004

Edited by  Prof. Dr. Kaj Hobér
ISBN 1-898029-80-6
Hardback,452pp £95

SEEING JUSTICE DONE
A guide to the Law Courts and Tribunals of 

Central London
John Griffin

ISBN: 1898029822
Paperback 126pp
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